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From: Richard Rosano N e' 162
To: William Reckle'y
Date: Mon, Nov 19, 2001 4:54 PM
Subject: Re: Previous study of availability of info on nuclear plants

I'll be in my OWFN office at 2pmn, 06D1 2.

»> William Reckley 1 1/1 9/01 04:48PM >> fVA 2-I?-
/LIJ /j about 2:00 and I can come over to TWFN if you can let me know where you are.

>>> Richard Rosano 11/19/01 04:37PM >>> tjS p

I'll be around tomorrow. E-mail me with a proposed time, or page me onL c S•. .

>>, V> William Reckley 1 1/1 9/01 04:28PM »>>

/,AtAYf E.,, you have a few minutes to discuss things on Tuesday afternoon?

»> Richard Rosano 11/15/01 01:33PM»>>>'iZ
I don't remember anything from someone named Allard. It could be that his allegqif a hnldb
NMSS Safeguards, Division of Security, or simply disposed of by the FOIA branch.

Ai for meeting to discussed' sensitivity of information, I'll be around Monday through Wednesday next
week, but I plan to take'off the Friday after Thanksgiving (workload permitting). Call or e-mail me and set
up a time.

»>William Reckley 1 1/1 5/01 01 :31 PM»>> Iv(-
I am assigned to a group in NRR that has been asked to assess Information for release on the web site

6L(and perhaps ADAMS). (1) I think it would be helpful for me to talk with you about any Insights you might
010 have since the guidance we are getting is pretty subjective and we are starting to see some differences in

how different off ices/branches are applying it. Let me know if you have a few minutes next week so that I
might get calibrated a little better.
- and (2) 1 happened to see on TV a couple nights ago a consultant (Allard - I think) who is a retired army
officer and who said he had send a concern to us (NRC) in the 1998 time frame about the level of
*information we made publicly available. Do you recall responding to any such letter? I thought it might be

ueful to see in light of the current assignment. Thanks....

lnfofrmabn 4n ths recod was deleted
in accoxrdne with the Freedom of kI!Orma~on


